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Abstract To date, Wald sequential probability ratio test (WSPRT) has been widely applied to track management of multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT). But in a real situation, if the false alarm spatial density is much
larger than the new target spatial density, the original track score will be very close to the deletion threshold
of the WSPRT. Consequently, all tracks, including target tracks, may easily be deleted, which means that the
tracking performance is sensitive to the tracking environment. Meanwhile, if a target exists for a long time, its
track will have a high score, which will make the track survive for a long time even after the target has disappeared. In this paper, to consider the relationship between the hypotheses of the test, we adopt the Shiryayev
SPRT (SSPRT) for track management in MHT. By introducing a hypothesis transition probability, the original
track score can increase faster, which solves the first problem. In addition, by setting an independent SSPRT
for track deletion, the track score can decrease faster, which solves the second problem. The simulation results
show that the proposed SSPRT-based MHT can achieve better tracking performance than MHT based on the
WSPRT under a high false alarm spatial density.
Keywords multiple target tracking, multiple hypothesis tracking, Shiryayev sequential probability ratio test,
track management, track score
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1

Introduction

In the field of multiple target tracking, measurements from uncertain sources make data association
difficult to perform [1, 2]. Using delayed decisions, multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) algorithms can
take advantage of additional measurements to eliminate the uncertainty of previous measurements in
order to achieve better tracking performance [3]. But delayed decisions also result in tracks with more
complex states, making track management more difficult. Fortunately, with the log likelihood ratio (LLR)
of the track confirmation probability, called track score proposed in [4, 5], Wald sequential probability
ratio test (WSPRT) [6,7] can be applied to track management of MHT. Meanwhile, a new MHT algorithm
called track-oriented MHT (TOMHT) was proposed in [8]. While traditional hypothesis-oriented MHT
(HOMHT) maintains and predicts all existing global hypotheses at each scan [9], TOMHT regenerates
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global hypotheses based on the probability of current tracks at each scan. Since the number of hypotheses
is usually one order of magnitude larger than the number of tracks [10], and the implementation of
TOMHT is much easier than HOMHT [11], TOMHT typically runs faster than HOMHT. Hence, TOMHT
is applied more widely than HOMHT in multiple target tracking.
The WSPRT can be used to manage tracks with either TOMHT or HOMHT. However, although the
WSPRT has been proved to be efficient at most scenes in multiple target tracking, there are still some
problems existing. First, the confirmation and deletion thresholds of the WSPRT are calculated based on
the confirmation probability of the false track and deletion probability of the true track, which must be
given by the user in advance. Hence, if the false alarm spatial density is much larger than the new target
spatial density in a real situation, the track original score will be very close to the deletion threshold
of the WSPRT. This will lead to all tracks, including target tracks, potentially being deleted at the
beginning. Thus, the tracking performance is sensitive to the tracking environment. Second, a target
track that exists for a long time will likely have a high score, which will make the track survive for a
long time after the target has disappeared. An extra deletion mechanism is commonly utilized to solve
this problem [12, 13]. But since tracks can also be deleted by the extra deletion mechanism, the deletion
threshold of the WSPRT may not be reached. Since the threshold is calculated by the deletion probability
of the true track, this will make the deletion probability of the true track unsatisfiable. Additionally, since
the thresholds of track confirmation and deletion are both calculated by the deletion probability of the
true track and the confirmation probability of the false track in the WSPRT, there is a strong relationship
between track confirmation and deletion. However, this consistency is damaged by the extra mechanism
which is utilized in the track deletion phase. Third, the WSPRT does not consider the relationship
between the hypotheses of the test. At the track confirmation stage, the confirmation probability of a
track should increase with the number of measurements associated with the track growing. Similar logic
also holds for the track deletion stage.
Shiryayev SPRT (SSPRT) [14,15], based on a Bayesian framework, has been used in maneuver detection
problems [16]. In order to solve the above-mentioned problems of the WSPRT, this paper proposes to
use the SSPRT for track management of MHT. First, regarding the relationship between the hypotheses
of the test, the SSPRT introduces a hypothesis transition probability, which makes the low original score
increase faster. This solves the early deletion problem. Meanwhile, similar to the use of an SSPRT to
implement maneuver termination in [17] and track termination in [18], an extra SSPRT is used to delete
tracks in this paper. To keep track deletion and confirmation being consistent, the deletion SSPRT in
this paper is set to have the same logic as the confirmation SSPRT at the confirmation stage. In this
way, the increases in the confirmation and deletion probability of false tracks caused by the hypothesis
transition probability are equal, avoiding the problem where the hypothesis transition probability may
lead to false tracks confirmed. The simulation of a formation targets scene shows that the SSPRT can get
the same tracking performance as the WSPRT under the common condition and manage tracks better
than the WSPRT in a high false alarm spatial density case. Furthermore, the method proposed in this
paper can be applied to other improvements for MHT, like the factor graph [19].

2

Preliminaries

The track-orient MHT logic flowchart [13] is shown in Figure 1.
In Step 1, as a measurement zk is detected at time k, a new track Tn is initialized with a confirmation
probability, which equals
P (Tn ) =

λν
,
λφ + λν

(1)

where λv is the new target spatial density and λφ is the false alarm spatial density. If the measurement
can be associated to an existing track Ti whose confirmation probability is equal to P (Ti ), a track Tj will
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be generated from the track Ti with a confirmation probability equal to [8]
P (Tj ) =

LR(zk )P (Ti )
,
[LR(zk ) − 1]P (Ti ) + 1

(2)

where LR(zk ) is the likelihood ratio that tests for classifying zk as a measurement from Ti (H1 ) versus
a false alarm or a measurement from a new target (H0 ), i.e.,
LR(zk ) =

p(zk |H1 )
.
p(zk |H0 )

(3)

The likelihood ratio of the measurement zk can be calculated as in [13] as follows:
LR(zk ) =

Pd p(zk |Ti )
,
λφ + λν

(4)

where Pd is the detection probability and p(zk |Ti ) is the probability that zk is the measurement from
the track Ti . Meanwhile, each existing track should generate a new track Tm which indicates that there
are no measurements associated to them. The confirmation probability of Tm can be calculated by (2)
as well, except with
LR(zk ) = 1 − Pd .
(5)
Here, i, j, n, m are indices used to identify different kinds of tracks.
However, instead of working with probabilities, it is more convenient to work with log-likelihood ratios
called track score of the form


P (Tj )
LTj = ln
.
(6)
1 − P (Tj )
Through (2), (4) and (5) and the conversion to the score by (6), the score for the track Tj can be computed
recursively as
LTj = LTi + ln[LR(zk )],
(7)
where the initial score is given by
LTn = ln [λν /λφ ] .

(8)

Besides, the confirmation probability can be calculated simply based on the track score by
P (Ti ) =

eL T i
.
eL T i + 1

(9)
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Since the track score is totally equivalent to the confirmation probability and the track score can be utilized
more conveniently, the track-orient MHT just makes use of the track score instead of the confirmation
probability during tracking.
In Step 2, the WSPRT, based on the track score, is performed as follows:



β

d1

6 TW = ln
, delete the track,


1−α





1−β
c
(10)
LTi (k)
, confirm the track,
> TW
= ln


α

 



 ∈ T d1 , T c ,
defer decision,
W

W

d1
c
where TW
is the deletion threshold of the WSPRT, TW
is the confirmation threshold of the WSPRT,
α is the confirmation probability of the false track, and β is the deletion probability of the true track.
Typically, α = 1 × 10−6 and β = 1 × 10−3 [13].
We can observe that if λφ is three or more orders of magnitude larger than λν , ln [β/1 − α ] will be
larger than ln [λν /λφ ], which means any track will be deleted immediately after they are initialized. In
order to avoid the extreme case to happen, the tracks which are just initialized with the measurements
received in the latest scan will not be judged whether they should be deleted or not. Unfortunately, even
this way cannot solve the problem essentially, since the score increment from the next measurements
may not be large enough to change the situation. Though the case that ln [β/1 − α ] is much larger
than ln [λν /λφ ] is not common, the case where ln [λν /λφ ] is very close to ln [β/1 − α ] does occur often.
This situation is precarious, since the score increment ln[LR(zk )] in (2) is likely to be small or even less
than zero because of a missed detection or a large covariance of target states when the track is newly
initialized. This case will result in target tracks being deleted as well. On the other hand, if a target track
exists for a long time, the score of this track will be very high based on (7) and (4). If only the deletion
mechanism of the WSPRT is used, the track will then survive for a long time after the target has already
disappeared, according to (7) and (5). Hence, an extra deletion mechanism may be added to handle this
situation [12,13]. If the decrease of the score from the maximum score exceeds a threshold, the track will
also be deleted, where the extra deletion threshold for the WSPRT can be selected as in [13], i.e.,
d2
TW
= ln β.

(11)

However, as mentioned above, the extra deletion mechanism not only makes the deletion probability of
the true track unsatisfiable, but also damages the consistency between track confirmation and deletion
in the WSPRT.

3

Multiple hypothesis tracking based on the Shiryayev sequential probability
ratio test

In order to solve the two problems of the WSPRT as mentioned above, the SSPRT is utilized. Since there
are only two hypotheses in target tracking, i.e., the track is a target and the track is a false alarm, this
paper limits discussion to the binary SSPRT.
The binary SSPRT assumes that hypothesis H0 is true at the beginning of the test and a transition from
H0 to H1 may occur. If the probability that the transition has occurred exceeds a specified threshold,
the hypothesis H1 is judged as true by the SSPRT. Let
pk = P {θ 6 tk Z k }

(12)

denote the posterior probability that the transition occurs no later than time tk given all available
measurements Z k , where θ is the time that the transition occurs.
In order to calculate pk , based on the conditional probability formula, pk can be calculated by
P {θ 6 tk Z k } =

P {Z k |θ 6 tk }P {θ 6 tk }
.
P {Z k }

(13)
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Since {Z k−1 |θ 6 tk } is independent with {zk |θ 6 tk }, we can get
P {Z k |θ 6 tk } = P {Z k−1 |θ 6 tk }P {zk |θ 6 tk }.

(14)

Furthermore, using Bayesian theorem, we can have
P {Z k−1 |θ 6 tk } =

P {θ 6 tk Z k−1 }P {Z k−1 }
.
P {θ 6 tk }

(15)

Meanwhile, according to the conditional probability and total probability formulas, we also have
P {Z k } = P {zk Z k−1 }P {Z k−1 },

(16)

P {zk Z k−1 } = P {zk |θ 6 tk }P {θ 6 tk Z k−1 }+P {zk |θ > tk }P {θ > tk Z k−1 }.

(17)

At last, since P {zk |θ 6 tk }=f1 (zk )dzk and P {zk |θ > tk }=f0 (zk )dzk , where fi (zk ) is the probability
density function (PDF) of zk conditioned on Hi , based on equations from (13) to (17), we can obtain
P {θ 6 tk Z k } =

f1 (zk )P {θ 6 tk Z k−1 }
.
f0 (zk )P {θ > tk |Z k−1 } + f1 (zk )P {θ 6 tk |Z k−1 }

In order to simplify (18), an auxiliary function φi (k) is defined as
(
P {θ > tk+1 Z k }, i = 0,
φi (k) =
P {θ 6 tk+1 Z k }, i = 1.

(18)

(19)

In particular, the function φ1 (k) can be calculated by
φ1 (k) = P {θ 6 tk+1 Z k }
= P {θ 6 tk Z k } + P {θ = tk+1 θ > tk , Z k }P {θ > tk Z k }

(20)

= pk + πk (1 − pk ),
where πk is the transition probability of H0 to H1 from k to k+1. Meanwhile, based on the definition
φ0 (k) = 1 − φ1 (k),

(21)

we have pk which can be calculated as
φ1 (k − 1)f1 (zk )
φ1 (k − 1)f1 (zk )
pk = P 1
=
.
φ
(k
−
1)f
(z
1
1 k ) + (1 − πk )(1 − pk−1 )f0 (zk )
i=0 φi (k − 1)fi (zk )

Hence, we can obtain pk in the score form for MHT as follows:


 LT (k−1)

pk
e i
+ πk
LTi = ln
= ln
+ ln[LR(zk )],
1 − pk
1 − πk

(22)

(23)

where
LR(zk ) = f1 (zk )/f0 (zk ) .

(24)

Since the LR(zk ) defined in (24) is also a likelihood ratio of zk under the same two hypotheses, Eq. (24)
is equivalent to (3) in essence.
Since an initialized track could be either a false alarm or a target, and one binary SSPRT can only
implement either track confirmation or deletion, two independent SSPRTs are necessary. One of them is
used to confirm tracks and the other is used to delete tracks. The confirmation and deletion SSPRTs are
defined in Table 1.
In Step 1 in Figure 1, as a measurement zk is detected, a new track is initialized with scores for both
the confirmation SSPRT and deletion SSPRT, which are denoted by
LcTi = ln [λν /λφ ] , LdTi = ln [λφ /λν ] .

(25)
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Definitions of confirmation and deletion SSPRTs

SSPRT

H0

H1

Confirmation SSPRT

The track is a false alarm

The track is a target

Deletion SSPRT

The track is a target

The track is a false alarm

If the measurement zk can be associated to the track Ti , the scores of the confirmation SSPRT and
deletion SSPRT can be calculated by (23) with respect to the score at last time, where LR(zk ) in the
confirmation SSPRT can be calculated by (4), and LR(zk ) in the deletion SSPRT is the reciprocal of (4).
As to the tracks which indicate that there are no measurements associated, LR(zk ) in the confirmation
SSPRT equals 1 − Pd , and LR(zk ) in the deletion SSPRT is the reciprocal of 1 − Pd .
In Step 2 in Figure 1, the SSPRT is performed as follows:
(1) At the confirmation stage, if the confirmation SSPRT exceeds the confirmation threshold, the track
will be confirmed.
(2) Otherwise, if the deletion SSPRT exceeds the deletion threshold, the track will be deleted.
(3) If the track is confirmed, the confirmation SSPRT will be removed, but the deletion SSPRT will
remain until the track is deleted.
(4) If the track is deleted at the confirmation stage, both SSPRTs will be removed.
The thresholds of the confirmation and deletion SSPRTs can be calculated based on the threshold of
track confirmation probability ξ and the threshold of the track deletion probability ζ, which are given by
the user in advance. Then, we can choose them as




ξ
ζ
TSc = ln
, TSd = ln
.
(26)
1−ξ
1−ζ
In order to make the confirmation SSPRT and deletion SSPRT consistent with each other, ζ should be
equal to ξ.
Finally, hypothesis transition probabilities are designed as follows. In order to describe the relationship
between the hypotheses of the test at the confirmation stage, the hypothesis transition probability of the
confirmation SSPRT πkc can be calculated by
πkc = 1 − e(−(nm −1)/lps ) ,

nm > 1,

(27)

where nm is the number of measurements which has been associated to the track and lps is the expected
scan number for target confirmation. The value of nm = 1 indicates that the track has just been initialized,
so πkc is set to zero. Since the relationship between πkc and nm follows the geometric distribution [18],
πkc is set to be exponentially increased with nm . Finally, since the πkc is between 0 and 1, the πkc in this
paper is calculated by one minus e(−(nm −1)/lps ) . But, in this way, the false tracks are difficult to be
deleted as well, which affects the performance of deletion for false tracks. In order to solve this problem,
the hypothesis transition probability of the deletion SSPRT πkd is set to equal πkc . In this way, although
the confirmation probabilities of false tracks increase because of the hypothesis transition probability,
the deletion probabilities of false tracks increase with the same speed as well. If a track is a false track,
the difference between the track score increment ln[LR(zk )] of the two SSPRTs will make the deletion
SSPRT exceed the threshold first, such that the false track can be deleted.
When the track has been confirmed, the hypothesis transition probability of the deletion SSPRT
changes to
(
1 − e(−(nmd −ne )/σ ) , nmd > ne ,
πkd =
(28)
0,
nmd < ne ,
where nmd denotes the number of miss detections in the last N scans, ne denotes the expected number
of miss detections in the last N scans, and σ is the standard variance of nmd . Since nmd is binomially
distributed, we have
ne = ⌈(1 − Pd )N ⌉ ,
(29)
p
σ = Pd (1 − Pd )N .
(30)
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Here, ne is set to equal ⌈(1 − Pd )N ⌉ because of these following reasons. First, the nmd must be an integer,
so ne should be an integer as well. Otherwise, the case of nmd > ne will occur often in normal situations
such that πkd is larger than zero and the tracks are deleted falsely. Second, it is inappropriate to make
some limitations on Pd and N . At last, it is acceptable to make this approximation since it will just put
off the tracks being deleted for a while and the performance of the SSPRT with this approximation is
still better than that of the WSPRT in any case.

4

Performance evaluation

In order to verify the performance of the SSPRT for track management, TOMHT based on the SSPRT (STOMHT) is compared with TOMHT based on the WSPRT (W-TOMHT). The extra deletion mechanism
is utilized in W-TOMHT. We select the formation target scene, similar as in [12], shown in Figure 2 where
the clutter measurements are not shown. In this scene, 10 targets are moving in a formation, where each
target is separated apart from its neighbors with 1000 m and maintains the speed 300 m/s over a period
of 200 s. Each target performs three 3g (g is the gravitational acceleration) coordinate turns at 44, 81
and 132 s, each one lasting for 8 s and with a course change of 45◦ .
The target motion model is assumed to be a continuous white noise acceleration model with the
following state equation:
Xn = F Xn−1 + wn ,
(31)
where
T

Xn = [x(n), y(n), ẋ(n), ẏ(n)] ,


10 T 0


0 1 0 T 

,
F =

0 0 1 0 
00 0 1

(32)

(33)

where T is the sample interval. The process noise wn is zero-mean Gaussian with a covariance matrix


T 3 /3 0 T 2 /2 0


 0 T 3 /3 0 T 2 /2
 q̃,
Qn = 
(34)
 2

T
0 
T /2 0
0

T 2 /2

0

T
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where q̃ is the power spectral density (PSD) of the continuous time white noise that models the motion
uncertainty. The measurement model is defined as
Zn = HXn + vn ,
where
H=

"
#
1 00 0
0 10 0

.

The measurement noise vn is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix
"
#
σx2 0
Rn =
.
0 σy2

(35)

(36)

(37)

Further we assume that the process noise and the measurement noise are mutually uncorrelated.
During the numerical simulations, the detection probability is set to Pd = 0.9 and the new target spatial
density is λν = 1 × 10−11 /m2 . The depth of TOMHT equals 5, and the sample interval T is equal to 2 s.
The PSD and measurement noise standard variance are q̃ = 500 m2 /s3 and σx = σy = 50 m respectively.
In the WSPRT, the confirmation probability of the false track is α = 1×10−6 and the deletion probability
of the true track is β = 1 × 10−3 [13]. In the SSPRT, the thresholds of the track confirmation and deletion
probabilities are ξ = ζ = 0.9. The expected scan number for target confirmation is lps = 3, and the length
of the scan window is N = 10. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, the tracks which are just initialized with
the measurements received in the latest scan will not be judged whether they should be deleted or not.
First, in order to verify the performance of S-TOMHT under the common condition, the false alarm
spatial density is set to be λφ = 6 × 10−9 /m2 . The tracking results are shown in Figure 3.
Based on the simulation results, we can observe that both of the W-SPRT and the S-SPRT can obtain
good performance under the common condition and the tracking performance of S-TOMHT is almost
the same as that of W-TOMHT.
Then, the false alarm spatial density is set to λφ = 6 × 10−8 /m2 . In order to compare the performances
of the two trackers better, some extra performance metrics are selected which are defined the same as
Ref. [12].
(1) Number of true tracks reported by a tracker (NT ). A track is defined as a “true track” when more
than 50 percent of the track’s measurements originate from the same target.
(2) Number of false tracks reported by the tracker (NF ). A track that is not a true track is considered
as a false track.
(3) True track life (LT ). Track life is defined as the duration of a track measured in number of scans.
The maximum, minimum and average life of true tracks are considered in this paper.
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Simulation results of the formation target scene with λφ = 6 × 10−8 /m2
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(4) False track life (NF ). Life of false tracks reported by a tracker is also measured in number of scans.
The maximum, minimum and average life of false tracks are considered in this paper.
The results of 50 Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.
First, we can observe that the number of true tracks reported by S-TOMHT is more than W-TOMHT,
and that both of them are more than the actual number of targets, giving the impression that the tracks
of S-TOMHT have more track breaks. But in Figure 4, we can see that W-TOMHT cannot re-initialize
the target track after the track breaks. This also can be explained by the average true track life of
S-TOMHT being larger than that of W-TOMHT. In terms of false track initialization, there are only
three false tracks totally initialized by S-TOMHT in 50 Monte Carlo simulations, which is less than six by
W-TOMHT. Since only one track is initialized each time, the average values for the maximum, minimum
and mean false track life in 50 Monte Carlo simulations are equal.
On the other hand, the maximum and average values of true track life of S-TOMHT are larger than
those of W-TOMHT. This means that S-TOMHT can maintain true tracks better than W-TOMHT.
Additionally, the maximum, minimum and average values of false track life of S-TOMHT are less than
those of W-TOMHT, which indicates that S-TOMHT can delete false tracks faster.
Finally, the overall tracking performance is compared in terms of the optimal subpattern assignment (OSPA) distance [20]. The OSPA distance between the two sets X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } and
X̂ = {x̂1 , x̂2 , . . . , x̂n } is defined as
 
p
1
p
(c)
p
min
max d (xi , x̂π(i) ) + c (n − m)
, n > m.
(38)
,
Q
n π∈ n 16i6n
Q
(c)
(c)
If n 6 m, we have dOSPA (X, X̂) , dOSPA (X̂, X). Here n denotes the set of all possible permutations
of {1, 2, . . . , n} and d(c) (x, x̂) , min(c, d(x, x̂)) represents the truncated Euclidean distance between
vectors x and x̂. The cut-off distance c is set to 5000 and the order parameter p is fixed at 2. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 5.
Since the filter can give more and more accurate estimation as the filtering proceeds, the OSPA distance
of W-TOMHT decreases at the beginning of filtering, but the OSPA distance of S-TOMHT decreases to
a lower amount in less time. Since the maneuvers make filtering accuracy decrease and false association
rate increase, the OSPA distance of S-TOMHT has several fluctuations within a narrow range, similar to
(c)
dOSPA (X, X̂)
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W-TOMHT. But in general, the tracking performance of S-TOMHT is much better than W-TOMHT in
terms of the OSPA distance.

5

Conclusion

Due to two problems when the WSPRT is applied to track management of MHT, this paper explores
the substitution of the SSPRT for the WSPRT. To consider the relationship between the hypotheses of
the test, the SSPRT introduces the hypothesis transition probability, which not only adapts to a real
situation better, but also solves an issue for the WSPRT in which the tracking performance is sensitive to
the tracking environment. Meanwhile, two independent SSPRTs are used to confirm and delete tracks,
making track confirmation and deletion consistent with each other. Through numerical simulations on
a formation targets scene under a high false alarm spatial density, it has been shown that TOMHT
based on the SSPRT not only can initialize true tracks faster, with less false tracks being initialized, but
also can maintain true tracks better with false tracks being deleted faster. In terms of overall tracking
performance, TOMHT based on the SSPRT is considerably better than TOMHT based on the WSPRT.
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